
Background

A global skills crisis is here. Technology 
is shrinking the shelf life of workplace 
skills, and almost all organizational leaders 
identify the risk as a high priority. However, 
close to two-thirds say their company is 
ill-equipped or unable to develop the skills 
of the present and the future.

Workforce Upskilling
Reimagining Skill Development for 
Entire Jurisdictions

While employers focus on the here and now 
of operational survival, the daunting task of 
assessing broadly-applicable skill gaps and 
deploying relevant upskilling solutions must 
be raised to the industry-level. Governments 
and industry groups now recognize that 
effective workforce upskilling is under  
their purview. 

It’s a critical process that addresses risks 
associated with worker safety, employability, 
and productivity of their workforces. And, 
it ensures that all employers and workers 
are afforded accessible and consistent skill 
development, which benefits all industry 
participants.

And this is where we come in. With 
our SkillsPass platform, we offer a 
transformational workforce upskilling 
solution that powers on-demand skill 
development for all workers facing  
rapid change.

With the SkillsPass platform, all 
member companies can easily 
register workers for relevant 

and required skills training 
online, and can facilitate 

recertification with ease.”

Steven Hnatishin
Program Manager, Canadian 
Manufacturers & Exporters

Advanced training platforms that go 
beyond the capabilities of the single-
employer LMS are key to enabling 
full workforce skill development.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Select Upskilling Clients



INDUSTRY BENEFITS...

PARTNERS DEPLOY...
EMPLOYERS LEVERAGE...

WORKERS TRAIN...

Solution Overview

Bluedrop’s SkillsPass platform replaces outdated and piecemeal approaches to complex 
and time-sensitive upskilling challenges facing industries, employers, and workers. Approve and authorize external 

training partners (including 
instructors).

Deploy and manage relevant 
training from any internal or 
external source from a single 
marketplace.

Issue workers eCertificates 
that are shareable with 
employers/regulators through 
their SkillsPass passport.

Enable the secure sharing 
of valid credentials- across 
employers and even 
jurisdictions- with full respect 
of the worker’s right to consent.

Empower employers business 
accounts to access and manage 
certifications.  

Provide reporting dashboards 
to access records and gain 
actionable insights. 

OFFERING ON-DEMAND TRAINING
The SkillsPass MarketPlus Training Hub empowers employers and 
training providers to easily manage any training format. Whether 
it’s approved training partners, licensed 3 rd party courseware, or 
Bluedrop’s library of eLearning, it’s always easy to access and consume.

OUR INDUSTRY INTEGRATED PLATFORM 
Our platform reimagines the way interdependent industry groups 
connect and seamlessly deliver workforce upskilling across  
entire industries.

WITH STREAMLINED & SECURE DELIVERY
Workforce upskilling is complex- we get it. Our solution is uniquely 
positioned to help advance training access, eliminate inefficient 
manual processes, and optimize credential storage and sharing.

Workforce Upskilling- Solution Brief

• Embedded Online Training Hub
• Full Training Ecosystem Integration
• Digital Training Passport for Workers
• Multi-Level Partner, Regulator,  

Employer Reporting
• Unique Open API-Driven Architecture

Solution Features Include:

End-to-End Training Delivery & Credential Management

SkillsPass helps power a holistic and transformational workforce upskilling solution. The platform provides true Integrated Skills 
Management (ISM) across industries and jurisdictions. With SkillsPass, providers can deliver, validate, and track all training 
formats digitally, and tackle training challenges that would overwhelm a traditional LMS.

Skills & Credentials. Without Boundaries

SOC 2/PCI 
SECURED.

SAAS-
DELIVERED.

Core Solution Capabilities:

 SCAN MY CREDENTIALS

All e-Certificates Stored 
in Worker's Digital 
Training Passport



Reimagine Skill Development with SkillsPass
  
The true value of SkillsPass lies in the output of knowledgeable workers, with the skills required for individual, organizational, 
and industry growth. Whether in the scale of hundreds, thousands, or millions, SkillsPass stretches across many organizations 
and supports the advancement of workforce upskilling. 

SkillsPass exceeds the most stringent accessibility, privacy, consent, and security requirements. And our customers entrust us to 
deliver all formats of training and credential management for close to 3 million workers and counting.

Start with Domain Authority in Workforce Upskilling 

Bluedrop is a globally recognized technology innovator that transforms training delivery and credential management for 
workforces that stretch across many employers. Our Workforce Upskilling solution is leveraged by governments and cross-
border industry groups around the globe to advance critical skill development for millions of workers.

Visit our upskilling solution page for more information, or to arrange a 30 minute power demo.

VISIT  www.bluedrop.com

CALL  1.800.563.3638

REIMAGINE DELIVER SAFEGUARD 

Training & Credentials. 
Without Boundaries

Integrated Solutions that 
Shift Workers & Industries 

Your Investment 
in the Future

https://bluedropism.com/workforce-upskilling/

